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Abstract—Although the volume of online educational resources
has dramatically increased in recent years, many of these
resources are isolated and distributed in diverse websites and
databases. This hinders the discovery and overall usage of
online educational resources. By using linking between related
subsections of online textbooks as a testbed, this paper explores
multiple knowledge-based content linking algorithms for con-
necting online educational resources. We focus on examining
semantic-based methods for identifying important knowledge
components in textbooks and their usefulness in linking book
subsections. To overcome the data sparsity in representing
textbook content, we evaluated the utility of external corpuses,
such as more textbooks or other online educational resources
in the same domain. Our results show that semantic modeling
can be integrated with a term-based approach for additional
performance improvement, and that using extra textbooks
signiﬁcantly beneﬁts semantic modeling. Similar results are
obtained when we applied the same approach to other domains.
1. Introduction
The Internet has dramatically increased both the volume
and variety of online educational resources, such as online
textbooks, online courses, and tutorials. This has prompted
the development of online educational repositories to collect
and organize high-quality educational resources, as well as
the satisfaction of learning-related queries through modern
search techniques. However, due to the high variability in
different learners’ backgrounds, it is still a challenge to ﬁnd
“the right content” to precisely match each learner’s individ-
ual goals, interests, and background knowledge. Some might
be too simple or too advanced for a learner, whereas others
might be not novel or highly redundant. This occurs when
people may want to obtain alternative resources that not only
contain similar knowledge, but that also fulﬁll a learner’s
individual background. To connect different educational re-
sources with similar knowledge, we can adopt the techniques
developed for the intelligent linking of hypertext [1], [2].
One particularly valuable context for such an intelligent
linking technique is in knowledge linking for textbooks.
Multiple textbooks are available online for almost any sub-
ject. Each textbook is usually well-structured as hypertext,
with standard hierarchical and linear navigation; yet, multi-
ple textbooks on the same subject are usually not connected
to one another. The research presented in this paper was
motivated by the need to provide intelligent connections
between similar sections in multiple online textbooks. We
want to support a learner who ﬁnds that a relevant section
in one textbook is either too complicated or too primitive to
match her needs with the ability to navigate to an alternate
presentation of the same knowledge component in different
textbooks.
While this functionality has been explored before [1],
[3], past work has mostly focused on connecting related con-
tent through term-level similarity. In our work, we wanted to
follow a different intelligent linking trend based on semantic
similarity. Semantic linking has been explored in the context
of connecting Web pages [4], [5], but has not yet been inves-
tigated in the context of linking different textbook sections.
Learners who have no advanced knowledge on a topic would
have a lower ability to distinguish high- and low-quality con-
tent, and thus would require more powerful intelligent link-
ing technologies. The key idea behind our approach follows
the arguments of semantic linking research: the “aboutness”
of a document (in our case, a textbook section) is deﬁned by
its concepts, not by the collection of terms that are used to
present these concepts. Following this idea, true similarity
should be determined on the basis of knowledge similarity
between two documents, and not just on term overlapping.
Meanwhile, a robust semantic representation often requires
a large-scale data corpus, whereas textbooks are often highly
condensed. We observe that there are plenty of online digital
resources for a given domain, such as PubMed for medical
topics and ACM Digital Library for computer science. We
also include these resources and expect that they can help
provide a better semantic representation. To summarize, this
paper studies the following two research questions:
– RQ 1: Can a semantic representation of book con-
tent help perform knowledge-based textbook linking,
either by acting alone or by being combined with
traditional term-based representation?
– RQ 2: Can external resources help perform
knowledge-based textbook linking, either by acting
alone or by being combined with traditional term-
based representation?
2. Related Work
The ﬁeld of intelligent educational systems has accumu-
lated more than 30 years of research experience in modeling
educational content for student modeling and personaliza-
tion. In this ﬁeld, educational content modeling has been
traditionally achieved by manually decomposing the entire
body of knowledge about a particular domain into a set of
knowledge components (KCs) [6]. Each KC represents an
elementary fragment of knowledge for the domain. In a sim-
ple model, the set of KCs has no internal structure. In more
advanced domain models, KCs are related to each other,
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which forms a semantic network [7], [8]. While the overall
use of KCs has demonstrated its usefulness in delivering
different kinds of personalization [9], the KC concept has
some critical limitations in scaling up to cover large volumes
of online materials, as well as coping with the rapidly
changing domains [10], because in these studies, KCs are
often manually crafted. Therefore, automatically identifying
and linking important KCs in a domain has emerged as an
active research topic in adaptive educational hypermedia,
and has become part of a broader research stream on “open
corpus” adaptive hypermedia [7].
Automatic content modeling has been viewed as the
basis for various tasks, including user modeling [6], text
classiﬁcation [11], and ad-hoc retrieval [12]. There are sev-
eral methods for automatic content modeling. The simplest
approach is the term-based method, where the frequen-
cies of terms in the documents and in the collection are
counted [13]. However, the term-based method is unable
to capture the semantic knowledge that is present behind
the content. Therefore, many studies have also explored
the automatic representation of educational materials using
semantic representation. For example, the Conceptual Open
Hypermedia Services Environment (COHSE) [4] has pro-
posed a representation of online educational resources with
metadata; through integration with an ontological reasoning
service, it can form a conceptual hypermedia educational
system. Gauch et al. explored various ontology-based meth-
ods for content representation [14], where both the concepts
presented in the content and the content of user proﬁles are
connected through ontology.
More recently, various latent topic modeling approaches
have been used for automatic content modeling. By rep-
resenting the content of documents as ﬁnite mixtures over
a set of latent topics, topic modeling helps move beyond
term-based approaches, but simultaneously avoids the rather
expensive development cost in some earlier rule-based and
ontology-based methods. Particularly, Blei’s latent dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [15] has also been explored many times
in content modeling [16], [17].
Textbooks have been a focus of research on knowledge
modeling in adaptive educational hypermedia since the early
days of this ﬁeld [7], [18]. Because of their high quality
and good coverage for a given subject domain, they have
been identiﬁed as handy resources for evaluating automatic
knowledge extraction and representation algorithms. Guerra
et al. [19] examined the impact of LDA-based topic mod-
eling for supporting semantic representation through ﬁne-
grained textbook linking. Their results showed that LDA can
be a better representation method than the standard term-
based approach at ﬁnding similar documents.
3. Methodology
This paper aims to explore different content modeling
approaches for textbook linking. To be speciﬁc, we attempt
to identify similar book subsections from different text-
books, as we think that textbooks are carefully designed
by their authors to organize knowledge for a given ﬁeld, as
well as that each book subsection contains certain knowl-
edge components. Therefore, a better content representation
method should be able to capture the latent knowledge com-
ponents in each subsection, which leads to superior book
subsection linking performance. Consequently, the overall
linking accuracy can be used for assessing knowledge-based
modeling algorithms. The evaluation framework for book
subsection linking is adopted from Guerra et al. [19].
Since different content linking approaches may generate
different performances, we want to explore the performances
of fusing multiple modeling approaches. In addition, we also
plan to explore the value of external data sources for content
modeling. Using these external online resources for better
identiﬁcation of concepts in a speciﬁc domain could have
potential impacts on the overall quality of modeling.
3.1. Problem Deﬁnition
We formally deﬁne the research problem as: for a given
subsection C1i in BOOK1, our goal is to ﬁnd the corre-
sponding subsections C2 in BOOK2. Note that C2 can be
one or more subsections; therefore, instead of providing the
best-matched book subsection, we rank all subsections in
BOOK2 based on their similarity to C1i . This process can
be illustrated as shown in Figure 1, where we ﬁrst represent
each book subsection as a vector of knowledge compo-
nents, and then compute the similarities between sections as
similarity between their vectors (using cosine similarity or
other approach). Knowledge-based representation of a book
subsection is another important element in Figure 1, which
we will introduce in Section 3.2.
Figure 1. An illustration of knowledge-based linking for textbook sub-
sections. Each book subsection is represented by a vector of knowledge
components, and the similarity between two book subsections is measured
by cosine similarity.
3.2. Knowledge Component Extraction
The most straightforward approach for KC extraction
from textbooks is the term-based approach, in which
we make a naı¨ve assumption and treat each term (i.e.,
word) as a knowledge component. This approach serves
as our baseline. Commonly, similar or related terms are
often used to describe the same knowledge component, such
as synonyms and ﬁxed phrases. Thus, we further consider
two semantic-based approaches for knowledge component
extraction and attempt to capture the underlying connections
between terms.
In the ﬁrst approach, we adopt unsupervised topic mod-
els to automatically extract latent topics from the given data
corpus. This paper uses the basic LDA model proposed by
Blei et al. [15], and thus, we name this approach as the LDA-
based approach. The topic modeling performance is highly
related to the data sufﬁciency. However, two textbooks (i.e.,
BOOK1 and BOOK2, as indicated in Figure 1) do not
contain adequate information for modeling purposes. To
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address this problem, we explore the opportunity of incorpo-
rating external data resources. In this paper, we consider two
types of external resources: 1) additional textbooks beyond
BOOK1 and BOOK2, but that are still within the same
domain; and 2) open data corpora that consist of related
conference publications in the same domain. Note that the
latter resource might not be readily available in a domain
without related academic conferences.
One important problem for topic modeling is any mis-
match between the identiﬁed topics and human interpreta-
tion [20]. Therefore, our second approach explores a way
of having humans directly identify knowledge components.
In this case, we use author-assigned keywords in scientiﬁc
publications as candidate knowledge components. Author-
assigned keywords delivered the best performance in our
recent study of knowledge transfer between systems [21].
In this study, we used the author-assigned keywords in
conference publications as domain knowledge components.
Speciﬁcally, we mined 215,692 ACM conference publica-
tions to obtain 168,940 author keywords, which we treated
as knowledge components. If one of these knowledge com-
ponents is mentioned in a book subsection, this component
will be used to represent the given book subsection (we
also consider the number of occurrences of each knowledge
component). Since the goal of this approach is to assign
human-understandable concepts for each book subsection,
we name it the concept-based approach.
3.3. Knowledge-based Linking for Textbooks
After obtaining knowledge components for each book
subsection, we then compute the relative importance of each
knowledge component. For both term-based and concept-
based approaches, we employ the TF-IDF weighting for
each knowledge component (i.e., term or concept). In the
LDA-based method, we use the probabilistic distributions
over all topics to measure the importance of each knowledge
component (i.e., the latent topic). This is the knowledge rep-
resentation process, as shown in Figure 1. When determining
the corresponding book subsections of BOOK2 for a given
subsection C1i in BOOK1, we compute all similarity scores
between C1i and any book subsection C
2
j in BOOK2. The
ranking is then based on the similarity scores, and the top-
ranked book subsections are treated as the best-matched
book subsections for intelligent linking.
4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Data Collection
To link the knowledge components among book sub-
sections, we consider two widely used textbooks in the
information retrieval ﬁeld - one is Manning et al. (Introduc-
tion to Information Retrieval; in short, IIR) and the other is
Baeza-Yates et al. (Modern Information Retrieval; in short,
MIR). We chose the information retrieval ﬁeld because,
ﬁrst, the authors have been working on information retrieval
research for many years, which makes it easier to understand
and assess the knowledge structure for different textbooks;
and, second, as information retrieval is a relatively well-
developed ﬁeld, there are various external data resources to
enhance our knowledge linking.
Speciﬁcally, we consider two types of external corpora.
The ﬁrst one contains other information retrieval textbooks,
excluding the MIR and IIR books. In this study, we worked
on three textbooks, which included Finding Out About by
R. Belew, Information Storage and Retrieval Systems by
Kowalski and Maybury and Information Retrieval by C. van
Rijsbergen. The second corpus contains conference publi-
cations in the information retrieval ﬁeld. For this corpus,
we select all ACM SIGIR conference papers (a total of
3,150 papers) ranging from 1971 to 2013. These papers are
available in ACM Digital Library, and only abstracts were
extracted for building the corpus.
When extracting the content of each subsection from
ﬁve textbooks, we remove stopwords, exclude non-letter
symbols (such as brackets and punctuation) as well as
numbers and terms which appear only once in the text,
but do not perform stemming. The original average length
of each subsection is 579 terms. After the above pre-
processing, only 286 terms (161 unique terms after removing
duplicates) are left. As for the concept extraction, we apply
greedy matching on each subsection, to see which ACM
concepts appear in the given subsection. After that, 164
unique concepts are extracted on average, and these contain
both single-word and multi-word concepts.
4.2. Ground-truth
Instead of manually creating a new data corpus, we
directly employed the ground-truth about mappings in book
subsections in the information retrieval textbooks obtained
from Guerra et al. [19]. There are two reasons for using this
test collection and the ground-truth. First, Guerra et al. [19]
provided the mapping between book subsections on MIR
and IIR. Second, this method also included book subsection
mapping for Algebra, which can be used for testing the
ability of our algorithms to be generalized.
Speciﬁcally, the ground-truth dataset for information
retrieval contains four chapters with 47 subsections for
mapping IIR to MIR. Two experts were asked to provide
mapping and to rate the relevance of each subsection-to-
subsection mapping pair on a 3-point Likert scale (1 being
lowest and 3 being highest). The ﬁnal score of each book
subsection pair was computed as the average of the scores
provided by both experts. Non-matched parts of MIR were
assigned zero relevance. In total, the 47 subsection from IIR
are mapped to 88 subsections in MIR. The rest of the MIR
subsections all have zero relevance.
4.3. Evaluation Metrics
As shown in the ground-truth discussion in Section 4.2,
one subsection in IIR may map to more than one subsection
in MIR. In fact, 55.3% of the ground-truth are one-to-
one mapping relationships, 21.3% are one-to-two mapping
relationships, 14.9% are one-to-three mapping relationships,
and the rest are one-to-N (N>3) mapping relationships.
Therefore, we adopted well-known ranking-based evaluation
metrics for evaluation – NDCG@N. Here, we set N to be 1
and 3, since more than half of the mappings are either one-
to-one relationships (55.3%), and the vast majority (91.5%)
are one-to-N (1≤N≤3) relationships.
4.4. Experiment Design
To answer the research questions mentioned in Section 1,
we designed the following two experiments. First, we exam-
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ined the values of semantic-based approaches (both concept-
based and LDA-based) by comparing their performances
against the baseline – term-based approach. At the same
time, since term- and semantic-based approaches try to
capture a book’s content at different levels, we also explored
the ways of fusing them. In this paper, we merge different
methods through a simple linear interpolation, as indicated
in Equation 1.
Smergedci,cj = λ · Stermci,cj + (1− λ) · Ssemanticci,cj (1)
Our second experiment aimed at examining the values
of external data resources for intelligent book content link-
ing, where we considered an open data corpus containing
thousands of academic conference publications and extra
textbooks from the same domain. Because the term-based
method only relies on the terms occurring in a book’s
subsection, and the concept-based approach only employs
concepts from a predeﬁned concept list, they both cannot
explicitly incorporate external data resources, although we
acknowledge that the knowledge components in the concept-
based approach were obtained through a large-scale external
ACM conference publications. Thus, the effectiveness of ex-
ternal resources was examined in the LDA-based approach.
There are two important parameters that our approaches
needed to examine. They are the interpolation coefﬁcient λ
and the number of topics for LDA. Both of these parameters
were determined based on their optimal performance in the
training dataset. When choosing the best parameters, we
varied nine different values for λ (from 0.1 to 0.9, with
step 0.1) and ﬁve different values for the number of topics
(10, 50, 100, 150, and 200). The training performance was
based on the average of 5-fold cross-validation. To avoid
sampling bias for train/test division, we randomly sampled
the dataset 100 times. The reported performance in Section
5 is based on the average performance of 100 testing runs.
The whole procedure is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. An illustration of our experimental procedure. Training and testing
datasets are based on an 80/20 division. Training datasets are used for
obtaining best-model parameters and testing datasets are used for reporting
evaluation performance.
5. Experimental Results
This section presents the results of two sets of experi-
ments: studying the value of semantic approaches, including
a concept-based approach and a topic modeling approach
(see Section 3.2); and examining how external resources
can help model latent topics and further enhance the perfor-
mance of book subsection mapping. Our resulting analysis
includes extensive statistical tests using a non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, since the data are not distributed
normally.
5.1. The Value of Semantic Approaches
5.1.1. Term- VS. Semantic-based Methods. The effec-
tiveness of the term-based approach and the usefulness of
the LDA-based approach for knowledge-based book subsec-
tion linking has been demonstrated in the literature [19].
However, it remains unclear whether the other semantic
approaches that are based on knowledge concepts (i.e.,
author-assigned keywords for scientiﬁc publications) will
work in this task.
Table 1 shows the book subsection mapping perfor-
mance for the term-based approach and two semantic-based
approaches, and presents two important results. First, the
concept-based approach performs the worst among all three
methods. One potential reason for this poor performance
is the problem of data sparsity. For example, the average
number of terms for each book subsection is 161 in the term-
based approach, while there are only 72 concepts for each
book subsection. Retaining only the concept-level content
may exclude many useful textbook terms that have not
been picked up by the authors from research papers (knowl-
edge concepts used in our paper are determined by author-
assigned keywords in research papers). Another potential
reason is the mismatch between educational knowledge
concepts in textbooks and research knowledge concepts in
academic publications (which were used to generate candi-
date knowledge concepts). Educational knowledge concepts
might be more well-established and generic, while research
knowledge concepts assigned by the authors of a conference
paper could be related to emerging research ideas, as well
as being speciﬁc to that paper. We will further examine this
hypothesis in Section 5.2.3.
Second, the LDA-based approach achieves the best per-
formance at NDCG@1, which indicates that LDA does pick
up the most important knowledge components for linking
two book subsections that have the same content. However,
it does not perform better than (or is comparable) to the
term-based approach at NDCG@3. One possible explana-
tion for this ﬁnding is a lack of sufﬁcient content in a
book subsection. LDA attempts to discover latent semantic
relations among terms, based on their co-occurrences. In-
sufﬁcient information on co-occurrences may not affect the
modeling of the most important knowledge components, but
can inﬂuence the identiﬁcation of marginal important knowl-
edge components. To address this issue, we will explore the
effectiveness of involving an external data corpus for better
topic modeling in Section 5.2.
TABLE 1. KNOWLEDGE-BASED BOOK SUBSECTION LINKING
PERFORMANCE FOR TERM- AND SEMANTIC-BASED APPROACHES. ∗/†
DENOTES A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OVER THE TERM/CONCEPT-BASED
METHODS. NUMBERS IN BOLD INDICATE THE BEST PERFORMANCE
NDCG@1 NDCG@3
Term-based 0.3148(0.1184) 0.5498(0.1150)
Concept-based 0.1554(0.1027) ∗ 0.3538(0.1115) ∗
LDA-based 0.3807(0.1294) ∗† 0.4681(0.1179) ∗†
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5.1.2. Fusing Term- & Semantic-based Methods. Term-
based and semantic-based approaches capture book content
at different levels. Latent topics project book contents into
semantic dimensions, but the transformation will cause in-
formation to be lost. On the other hand, the term-based
approach retains the full depth of information, but does not
measure term-term relations. An intuitive line of thinking is
to combine these approaches into a uniﬁed framework, as
shown in Formula (1). Table 2, which shows the results of
different fusion approaches, reveals that fusions are better
than the pure semantic approaches for both LDA-based and
concept-based approaches. In particular, combining term
and LDA-based topics achieves the best performance at
NDCG@1, which indicates that LDA-based topics and terms
capture the book content in complementary aspects, and they
both contribute to generating better mapping performance.
TABLE 2. KNOWLEDGE-BASED BOOK SUBSECTION LINKING
PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT FUSION METHODS. ∗/†/ DENOTES A
SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE CHANGE OVER A
TERM-BASED/CONCEPT-BASED/LDA-BASED APPROACH. NUMBERS IN





Term + Concept 0.2776(0.1248)∗† 0.5480(0.1220)∗†
Term + LDA 0.3986(0.1327)∗ †  0.5559(0.1176)†
However, fusing terms and concepts still does not outper-
form the purely term-based approach, which might be due to
a lack of data and the mismatch between research knowledge
concepts and educational knowledge concepts, as mentioned
in Section 5.1.1. Clearly, the LDA-based approach captures
better semantic information about a book subsection than
the research concepts assigned by authors (i.e., the concept-
based approach). We ﬁnd similar insights when plotting the
performance change over different values of λ (which refers
to the importance of the term-based approach) for the fusion
methods in the training datasets1 (see Figure 3). According
to Figure 3, we ﬁnd that Term + LDA has a concave shape,
with λ = 0.3 achieving the best NDCG@1 and λ = 0.6
obtaining the best NDCG@3, while Term + Concept keeps
increasing with a higher weight on the term-based method.
In terms of NDCG@3, although the fusion methods
have signiﬁcant improvements over purely semantic-based
approaches, they still do not signiﬁcantly outperform or are
comparable to the term-based approach (though Term +
LDA has a slightly better performance). Meanwhile, accord-
ing to Figure 3, Term + LDA reaches the best performance
when setting λ to 0.3 for NDCG@1 and 0.6 for NDCG@3.
This suggests that we should include more information from
a book subsection if we want to better model marginally
important topics. In the next section, we would like to ex-
plore the ways of involving an external data corpus for better
modeling of latent semantic topics in book subsections.
1. Note that this is different from the performance in the testing dataset;
in this case, we varied different λ and chose the optimal one when
generating the testing performance.
Figure 3. Knowledge-based book subsection linking performance in the
training datasets for different fusion methods: (a) Term + LDA and (b)
Term + Concept, which vary with different values of λ
5.2. The Value of the External Corpus
The experiments presented in Section 5.1 were all based
on two information retrieval books (i.e., IIR and MIThere-
foreR), whose data are at a relatively small scale. Therefore,
this section explores what and how external data resources
can be used to better model latent semantic topics to fur-
ther increase the book content mapping performance. When
building the external data corpus, we encountered two differ-
ent options: extra textbooks for the same domain, or an open
data corpus that was related to the given ﬁeld. Textbooks are
written for educational purposes, which means textbooks on
the same domain would be expected to have similar knowl-
edge concepts. However, unless they are in a very popular
domain, the number of textbooks available online is usually
small. In contrast, an open data corpus, such as the ACM
digital library, may contain a large number of conference and
journal papers, but the knowledge concepts extracted from
the conference/journal papers corpus might have different
characteristics from those presented in textbooks. Therefore,
it’s worth spending time to carefully determine which of the
two extra data resources is more helpful. We will discuss
them separately in the next two subsections and compare
their performances in the third subsection.
5.2.1. Textbook-based External Corpus. This section ex-
amines the value of using three additional textbooks to
information retrieval, as listed in Section 4.1. Since the
Term-based and Term + LDA approaches achieved the best
performances in the book subsection linking experiments
in previous sections, we include them as two baselines.
According to Table 2, the Term + LDA outperforms the pure
LDA-based approach; therefore, our experiments presented
here were all performed on top of the Term + LDA approach.
The NDCG values for incorporating external textbooks are
provided in Table 3. We ﬁnd that Term + LDA (+3 extra
textbooks) signiﬁcantly outperforms the two baselines on
NDCG@3, beats the Term-based method, and does not
differ signiﬁcantly from Term + LDA for NDCG@1. This
result clearly indicates the value of a textbook-based external
data corpus.
5.2.2. Academic Publication-based External Corpus.
This section examines the value of using conference publi-
cations as an external data corpus. To build such a corpus,
we downloaded about 3,150 publications from the ACM
SIGIR conference. Again, we keep the Term-based and
Term + LDA approaches as two baselines, and run our
new approach on top of the Term + LDA method. Ex-
perimental results with this new external data corpus are
provided in Table 4, where we ﬁnd, to our surprise, that
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TABLE 3. KNOWLEDGE-BASED BOOK SUBSECTION LINKING
PERFORMANCE FOR TEXTBOOK-BASED EXTERNAL DATA. ∗/† DENOTES
A SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE CHANGE OVER THE TERM-BASED/TERM




Term + LDA 0.3986(0.1327) 0.5559(0.1176)
Term + LDA (+ 3 ex-
tra textbooks) 0.3878(0.1160)∗ 0.5985(0.1115) ∗†
adding SIGIR publications does not improve the mapping
performance. On the contrary, adding these publications
even reduces the NDCG@3 performance. We think that this
ﬁnding is probably due to the topic mismatching problem
between textbooks and academic publications. Textbooks
may contain only well-established and important knowledge
concepts, whereas conference publications generally have a
relatively wider range of topic interests and tend to explore
novel research areas. We think that the publication date and
number of citations can be used for measuring maturity and
importance of a research topic, from which we can generate
the following two hypotheses.
- H1: publications from earlier years provide a greater
utility for textbook knowledge modeling.
- H2: publications with a larger number of citations
provide a greater utility for textbook knowledge
modeling.
To examine these two hypotheses, we conducted the
following two experiments. The ﬁrst experiment divides the
whole SIGIR data corpus into three time periods (year 1971
- 2001, 2002 - 2008 and 2009 - 2015) to make sure that each
period contains around the same number of publications
(around 1,000 publications). In the second experiment, we
divide the SIGIR data corpus into three groups, based on the
number of citations. In total, we obtain three groups (with
#citations 0 - 2 as low, 3 - 12 as medium, and more than 12
as high) to make each consist of around 1,000 publications.
The results for each experiment are provided in Table 4,
where we use italics to highlight the best performances
within each experiment group.
Table 4 shows that incorporating SIGIR publications
from 1971 to 2001 generates the best performance among all
three subgroups in the temporal-based data corpus division
– it signiﬁcantly outperforms 2009 - 2015 at NDCG@1 and
2002 - 2008 at NDCG@3. We also ﬁnd that incorporating
publications with medium and high numbers of citations
(the subgroups of medium or high have no signiﬁcant
difference from one another) achieve the best performance
in the citation-based publication division. These results are
consistent with our two hypotheses. The above experiments
demonstrate that, after an intuitive and simple reﬁnement,
the external information from the open data corpus is ben-
eﬁcial for improving the overall mapping performance.
5.2.3. Comparing Two External Corpora. In Section
5.1.1, we mentioned that educational knowledge concepts
might be different from research knowledge concepts; there-
fore, we think that a textbook-based data corpus may per-
form better in book subsection linking than an academic
conference data corpus. To examine this hypothesis, we
selected and compared the best-performing approaches of
both two data corpora in Table 3 and 4. The new results
are provided in Table 5, where we ﬁnd that the textbook-
based external data corpus achieves the best result (though
most of them are not statistically signiﬁcant) among all three
methods, particularly for NDCG@3. To some extent, this
ﬁnding validates our proposed assumption. Although the
academic publication-based external corpus does not show
a signiﬁcantly worse performance in most cases, achieving
the best performance often requires extensive data selection
and ﬁltering. This process may not be easy to generalize to
different domains and disciplines.
5.3. Qualitative Analysis of LDA Topics
In previous sections, we mentioned that the relatively
worse performance of the concept-based approach and aca-
demic publication-based approaches could be due to the mis-
match between educational knowledge components (mined
from textbooks) and research knowledge components (ex-
tracted from research publications). To provide a further
understanding of their differences, we conducted a qualita-
tive analysis of the latent topics. Speciﬁcally, we applied
the LDA to two data corpora - one compiled from ﬁve
information retrieval textbooks and another that consisted of
all SIGIR publications. We set the number of topics as 200
for both corpora because of its relatively better performance.
After manually examining the identiﬁed latent topics, we
selected several aligned and misaligned knowledge compo-
nents (see Figure 4). As the ﬁgure shows, there are many
aligned knowledge components in both data corpora. For
example, Vector Space Model is identiﬁed as a knowledge
component in both data corpora with almost identical term
distributions. However, more frequently, we encounter a
mismatch between knowledge components in the two cor-
pora. For instance, Stemming is an important knowledge
concept in information retrieval, which is covered in all
textbooks; however, the techniques related to stemming have
been well developed for years, so little research is still being
conducted on stemming in academia. Therefore, it is difﬁ-
cult to obtain such knowledge components from research
publications. Similarly, several novel information retrieval
research topics, such as Expert Search, have been developed
in recent decades and are not yet included in textbooks. All
these examples suggest the necessity of ﬁltering misaligned
knowledge components for textbook content linking.
Figure 4. A comparison of the identiﬁed knowledge concepts from ﬁve
textbooks (educational knowledge concepts; see the right ﬁgure) and all
SIGIR publications (research knowledge concepts; see the left ﬁgure).
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TABLE 4. KNOWLEDGE-BASED BOOK SUBSECTION LINKING PERFORMANCE WITH AN ACADEMIC PUBLICATION-BASED EXTERNAL DATA CORPUS.
∗/† DENOTES A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OVER THE TERM-BASED/TERM+LDA) PERFORMANCE. NUMBERS IN BOLD (ITALIC) INDICATE THE BEST
PERFORMANCE AMONG ALL METHODS (UNDER EACH CATEGORY).  INDICATES A SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE CHANGE OVER THE
BEST-PERFORMING SUBGROUP IN THE TEMPORAL-BASED/CITATION-BASED DIVISION GROUPS.
NDCG@1 NDCG@3
Term-based 0.3148(0.1184) 0.5498(0.1150)
Term + LDA 0.3986(0.1327) 0.5559(0.1176)
Term + LDA (+ all publications in SIGIR) 0.3818(0.1350) ∗ 0.5299(0.1165) †
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR from year 1971 to 2001) 0.3783(0.1285) ∗ 0.5556(0.1212)
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR from year 2002 to 2008) 0.3583(0.1328) ∗† 0.5242(0.1169) ∗ † 
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR from year 2009 to 2015) 0.3571(0.1204)∗ †  0.5434(0.1210)
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR with high #citations) 0.3396(0.1381) † 0.5640(0.1206) ∗
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR with medium #citations) 0.3612(0.1306) ∗† 0.5813(0.1127) ∗†
Term + LDA (+ publications in SIGIR with low #citations) 0.2881(0.1102) ∗ †  0.4747(0.1140) ∗ † 
TABLE 5. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SUBSECTION LINKING PERFORMANCE
FOR EXTERNAL DATA CORPORA. ∗ DENOTES A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
OVER TERM + LDA (+ 3 EXTRA TEXTBOOKS). NUMBERS IN BOLD
INDICATE THE BEST PERFORMANCE.
NDCG@1 NDCG@3
Term + LDA (+ 3 extra
textbooks) 0.3878(0.1160) 0.5985(0.1115)
Term + LDA (+ SIGIR
1971-2001) 0.3783(0.1285) 0.5556(0.1212) ∗
Term + LDA (+ SIGIR
medium #citations) 0.3612(0.1306) 0.5813(0.1127)
5.4. Applying to a New Domain
The above experimental results are exclusively based
on the data corpus obtained from the information retrieval
domain. To demonstrate the ability of our approach to be
generalized, we repeat the above experiments in a new do-
main - Elementary Algebra. We chose this domain because
it greatly differs from information retrieval – knowledge
concepts of this domain are more stable, as they have
been well-established for more than two hundred years, and
there are few modern academic publications in this domain.
Speciﬁcally, we are interested in comparing the following
book content linking approaches.
Compared methods. In this section, we want to under-
stand the utility of the LDA-based semantic approach (i.e.,
LDA-based), the fusion of LDA and term-based methods
(i.e., Term + LDA), and the incorporation of a textbook-
based external corpus (i.e., Term + LDA with extra text-
books). Note that we do not include the concept-related
approaches (i.e., concept-based and Term + Concept) and
do not examine the utility of an academic publication-based
external data corpus, because such information is not easily
accessible in the Elementary Algebra domain. We do think
that the concept information and external data corpus can
be obtained through alternative resources, such as Wikipedia
entries and articles, which is one of our future directions.
To perform these experiments, we ﬁrst need to build a data
corpus with a ground-truth mapping of book subsections.
Textbooks. Similar to the information-retrieval domain,
we consider ﬁve books for Elementary Algebra, which in-
cludes:
- Elementary Algebra by Ellis & Burzynski
- Elementary Algebra - v1 by Redden
- Understanding Algebra by Brennan
- Fundamentals of Mathematics by Burzynski & Ellis
- Elementary Algebra Textbook, second edition by De-
partment of Mathematics, College of the Redwoods
The ﬁrst two books were used for building a ground-
truth, while the remaining three were treated as the textbook-
based external data corpus. Similar to the pre-processing for
information retrieval books, we also performed a removal
of stop words and an exclusion of numbers, but did not
perform stemming. However, we did not remove the non-
letter symbols, such as ·, ÷, =, ≥,√b2 − 4ac, because they
are also important basic concepts for elementary algebra.
Ground-truth. The ground-truth for book subsection
linking is constructed in the same manner as in information
retrieval books. We asked experts to manually label subsec-
tion mappings for the ﬁrst two books. In total, we acquired
ﬁve chapters with 92 subsections mapping from BOOK1
to 134 subsections in BOOK2.
The experimental results from the compared methods
are provided in Table 6. The results are consistent with the
ﬁndings in the information retrieval domain. Speciﬁcally, we
found that the pure LDA-based approach performs equiva-
lently or better than the term-based approach, particularly
for NDCG@3, while the fusion of terms and LDA-based
semantic topics outperform each single approach. Again, in-
corporating three extra books achieves the best performance
among all four approaches. These ﬁndings clearly suggest
the validity and ability of our ideas to be generalized across
at least two domains.
TABLE 6. KNOWLEDGE-BASED BOOK SUBSECTION LINKING
PERFORMANCE FOR ALGEBRA. ∗/ † / DENOTES A SIGNIFICANT
PERFORMANCE CHANGE OVER THE TERM-BASED/LDA-BASED/TERM +





Term+LDA 0.4805(0.0931) ∗† 0.5707(0.0783)∗†
Term+LDA (+3 ex-
tra textbooks) 0.5558(0.0988)∗ †  0.6328(0.0820)∗ † 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
The rapid growth of online educational resources en-
courages researchers to focus on better modeling and link-
ing approaches for a wide variety of educational content,
which can be helpful in recommending education materials,
recognizing important concepts, and other learning chal-
lenges. These challenges motivate us to examine semantic-
based approaches for educational content modeling and
linking, as well as ways of combining these approaches with
term-based methods. To demonstrate the utility of different
content modeling approaches, we employ the evaluation
framework proposed by Guerra et al. [19], in which the
modeling performance is examined by its contribution on
linking subsections among different textbooks.
Experimental results, evaluated on an expert-crafted
ground-truth data on Information Retrieval books, demon-
strate the utilities of semantic approaches for knowledge
content modeling. Both the purely semantic approach and
the fusion of semantic- and term-based approaches show
their value toward improving book subsection linking per-
formance. Also, the semantic approaches can be further
improved through incorporating appropriate external data
resources. We ﬁnd that textbooks are often used for ed-
ucational purposes and focus on educational knowledge
concepts, which may provide better support for textbook
linking. This is demonstrated by a relatively better perfor-
mance of textbook-based external resources over the aca-
demic publication-based external resources. A later study
with ground-truth data from the Elementary Algebra domain
conﬁrmed our ﬁndings and pointed to its overall ability to
be generalized to other domains.
In the future, we will explore the following topics. First,
this paper focuses only on modeling and connecting knowl-
edge components across different textbooks and ignores
the hierarchical relations among knowledge components.
For example, relationships between two subsections often
suggest the relevance between parent and sibling sections.
Similarly, the sequential order of textbook subsections often
indicates prerequisite relations among them. However, such
information is not properly modeled in the current study.
Second, this study demonstrates the utility of a semantic
representation of educational content and the value of its
fusion with term-based knowledge representation for link-
ing online textbooks. However, their effectiveness may be
limited by the amount of available textbook sources. Some
recent semantic modeling methods [22] may provide a better
representation of educational knowledge and lead to further
improvement of knowledge-linking performance.
Third, the Link-the-Wiki Track [23] produces a bench-
mark that focuses on link discovery between Wikipedia
documents. This similar task gives us another opportunity
to evaluate the effectiveness and general applicability of our
approaches. Further integration of Wikipedia concepts and
educational knowledge can be explored as well.
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